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Full Webinar Schedule:
Date: Webinar Title: Presenter:
Wednesday, August 29th Presenting to Sr. Decision Makers: Clear, Concise, & Complete Kirk Michealson
Tuesday, September 25th Leading Through Change **Live Presentation at Walmart Home Office** Travis McNeal
Thursday, October 25th Stop “Droning” on about Unmanned Aircraft Systems and Do Something About It Dr. Rich Ham
Tuesday, November 27th Intro to Data Analytics and Emerging Real-World Use Cases Dr. Art Chaovalitwongse
Tuesday, December 18th Group Facilitation Terry Bresnick
Wednesday, January 23rd Machine Learning Dr. Rainwater
Thursday, February 21st Project Management: The $1Trillion Decisions Leonard Nethercutt
Wednesday, March 27th Block Chain Dr. Ed Pohl
Thursday, April 25th An Engineered Approach to Site Selection:  Determining Where Facilities Should Be Located Kerry Melton 
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TRAVIS MCNEAL





• M.S. Operations 
Management Adjunct 
Instructor
– Human Resources 
– Organizing for Change 
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Leading During 
Times of Change
Leveraging Times of 
Change to build 
leadership skills
The most important 
factor in successful 
change









Objective Enhance leadership skills, by providing a way of thinking and practical tools, while leveraging the crucible of organizational change
Agenda
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October 19, 1781
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Valley Forge, Winter 1777-78
Frederich “Baron” Von Steuben
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Interactive Poll
Your initial reaction to hearing about the change…
1. Get out your Smart Phones
2. Two Options to Join
1. Go to Pollev.com/travismcneal414
2. Text Recipient:  22333
1. Type message:  travismcneal414
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Who are some GOATs (Greatest of all Time)?  
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The Beatles and Peak Performance
Greatness 
=
10,000 Hours Deliberate Practice Makes Perfect
- Anders Ericsson-
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Leadership As A Skill
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Everyone Has a Role To Play
Project Team
Develop the processes, tools, 
procedures that will improve 
the organization
Leader
State expectations, monitor 
adoption, provide ongoing 
feedback on progress
Associates
Utilize the new processes, 
technologies and procesures
Executive Sponsors
Provide the funding, 
resources, commitment to 
improve the organization
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Focus For Today
Project Team
Develop the processes, tools, 
procedures that will improve 
Supply Chain
Leader
State expectations, monitor 
adoption, provide ongoing 
feedback on progress
Associates
Utilize the new processes, 
technologies and procesures
Executive Sponsors
Provide the funding, 
resources, commitment to 
improve Supply Chain
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“The central issue is never strategy, structure, 
culture or systems.  They’re important, but the core 
matter is always about changing people’s 
behavior…”
– John Kotter (author of “The Heart Of Change”) –
What Makes Change So Hard?  
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Let’s Try Some “Change”
















•…people experience loss of control
•Resistance occurs in these 
situations 
•…recalibrate our expectations
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A Little About Resistance
Resistance to change …
 ...is inevitable – and totally normal
 …is dependent on one’s perspective
 …happens because of disruption




I’m not doing this
Can I get out of it?
I feel threatened
Confusion
This doesn’t make sense
Awareness
I’m being told about a change
Ownership
Buy-in
I see an opportunity
I want this to succeed
I will help others 
along the way
Understanding
I see what it means for me
Most critical point, where 
change leadership matters 
most!
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0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
IT Perspective not Integrated
Silos / No Horizontal Process View
No Organizational Change Plan
Scope Expansion / Uncertainty
Project Team Lacked Skills





    75% of change initiatives do not meet expected ROI*
Change Leadership
is the single most 
important factor in 
the speed and 
success of change 
initiatives.






















Source:  The Continuous Learning Group (CLG ®)
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The Three Habits of Effective Change Leaders
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Communicating in Times of Change
1. What is changing, and what’s not?
2. Why are we doing this?  Why now?
3. How does this impact me?  (WIIFM)
4. What’s the plan?  What’s next?
Be ready to answer:
 Make yourself available and visible 
 Remember what your associates 
might think
 Speak authentically, and share as 
much context as possible
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1. Provide the right tools and 
allow time for adequate 
training
2. Observe, monitor and 
listen
3. Address concerns quickly
“DO” Examples: 20%
1. Positively recognize people 
who have done what’s been 
asked*
2. Provide corrective feedback 
to individuals who are not 
adopting new ways of 
working *
3. Early on, recognize 
progress, not perfection
“RECOGNIZE” Examples: 70%
*Helpful Tip:  Shoot for a 4:1 ratio; positive vs. corrective feedback
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• Clear and Simple Expectations
• “The Why”
• He practiced discipline himself.  
• Engaged and respected the troops
• Direct observation
• He was quick and direct when people didn’t comply
• He was quick and direct with those who did comply
• He made it fun for them 
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Change Leaders
Employee Champion Change 
Leaders
A Change Leader is not an appointment
A Change Leader is not a person, it is an 
uninterrupted line of commitment
Effective Change Leadership can be learned 
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Change Will Continue
Papal Inauguration: 2005 Papal Inauguration: 2013
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Change Is An Opportunity…
Greatness 
=
10,000 Hours Deliberate Practice Makes Perfect
- Anders Ericsson-
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Make A Difference To Others
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Make A Difference To Others
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Monmouth – July 1778
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Thanks for attending!
• For information about our flexible degree program options, 
email Mindy Hunthrop, hunthrop@uark.edu.
• The video from today’s webinar will be available on our 
website within about a week, registered participants will 
receive an email with the video link.
• We hope to see you online next month!
